ABSTRACT Sink mobility can improve the energy efficiency and data gathering performance in wireless sensor networks. However, mobility of the sink station may be constrained in some applications and it becomes a challenge to optimize the network performance for random distribution and hierarchical topology. We focus on prolonging the network lifetime and keep the data gathering performance at an acceptable level. To address this issue, we propose a comprehensive data gathering scheme based on graphing technique, called double optimization of energy efficiency (DOEE) to optimize the energy consumption of all sensor nodes hierarchically. The objective problem of DOEE is solved with a heuristic algorithm. Along with the scheme, we also specialize a route discovery protocol and its corresponding dynamic gateway protocol to balance the energy consumption among sensor nodes. The proposed algorithm and protocols are evaluated in the simulation platform Network Simulation-3 and the experiment results show our technique has superior performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the theoretical and practical development of wireless communication technology and embedded equipment, the network infrastructure and equipment reliability of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have progressively become practical and accessible. Generally speaking, the fundamental function of sensor nodes is collecting specific information from the environment or things therein with limited energy source, typically a battery. Nowadays, more and more valuable applications with WSN technologies have emerged. J. R. Martinez-de tried to deploy WSNs in space, cooperating with UAS (Unmanned Aerospace Surveillance) [1] . Authors in [2] - [5] discussed the supporting application in the Internet of Things. It can be seen that, the attention to WSNs is still not decreased. On the contrary, quite a lot of technique problems derived from these novel applications and scenarios of WSNs are still drawing researchers and manufacturers' interests. R. M. Curry considers surveillance in military applications [6] , [7] and environment monitoring [8] - [10] with WSNs as two primary applications of WSNs, due to its economic efficiency and versatility [11] .
However, in most cases the area in which wireless sensor nodes are deployed are always large-scaled, remote and unreachable for humans, which makes it difficult to replace the battery of sensors efficiently [12] . To address this issue, researchers utilized various means and apparatuses to obtain the information sensed by the sensors. Some researchers tried to implement energy harvesting ability in sensor nodes [3] , [12] . Whatever ways they took, two important purposes of these researches are to get most of the sensory data as well as to prolong the network lifetime as much as possible due to the limitation of sensor's energy source.
Sink mobility has long been recognized as an efficient method to improve the performance in such applications [13] . Authors of [14] , [21] used UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) as a mobile sink to finish this job. However, it is quite a challenge in most practical scenarios to satisfy the requirement of maximization of network lifetime for WSNs with mobile sinks Mobile sinks with completely mobility are not accessible or suitable for any application. Mobility-constrained mobile sinks occur in many applications in reality, such as railway-based information collection [15] , automobile-based information monitoring [16] , [17] , mountainous environment data collection, canal or river environment monitoring, and even smart grid information collection. Path constraint makes the network topology hierarchical. The sensor nodes who are capable to communicate with the mobile sink directly with a single hop can be defined as sub sinks [18] .
In this paper, our aim is to exploit the data traffic characteristics of nodes in hierarchical locations caused by the constrained mobility of mobile sink and balance the energy consumption of sensor nodes hierarchically. On the basis of graphing operation, we propose an efficient and balanced data gathering scheme with specialized communication protocols to improve the energy efficiency of the whole network and keep the data gathering performance at an acceptable level. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• We describe the network area by dividing it into several square grids. The size of those grids is decided by the communication capability of sensor nodes to ensure the feasibility of communication between nodes. When the grids are generated, the nodes inside which are also grouped. After the division, sense nodes contained in some grid can be regarded as a whole who share similar internal characteristics and external relations among other grids. By the graphing method, we can simplify the data gathering analysis and improve the data delivery scheme performance.
• To optimize the energy efficiency of sub sinks and keep ensure the data gathering performance, on the basis of graphing results we utilize a genetic solution with noncomplete binary chromosomes. The customized genetic algorithm proposed in section IV not only implements the equilibrium of energy consumption of sub sinks, but also make sure the total energy consumption is reasonable.
• Considering the connectivity between grids, we ensure the energy efficiency during data transmission by finding out those sense nodes who can directly communicate with nodes in adjacent grids and regard them as pipe nodes. To implement this mechanism, a route discovery protocol with improved SPT is proposed in section V and works without extra overheads when the relationship among nodes is established. Then, associated packet delivery protocol is proposed to balance the energy consumption among pipe nodes and improve the robustness of the network.
• To validate the algorithms and protocols proposed, we conducted simulation experiments by using NS-3 platform (Network Simulator-3) in section VI. In the experiments, we implemented the whole network topology and behaviors. We conducted 4 experiments with a specific random seed for each network scale. The simulation results show that our technique including heuristic algorithm and communication protocols proposed are superior in terms of network lifetime and other metrics defined in section VI. The energy dissipation for each sub sink as well as sense nodes is balanced and the data gathering performance keeps at an acceptable level.
II. RELATED WORK
According to the report of [11] , the network lifetime maximization issues can be divided into two elementary categories as showed in Fig. 1 . In most application scenarios, long distance between the sensors and the sink nodes prevents direct communication between them. Although Static WSNs have been studied for a long time, and multi-hop communication can be a promising solution to acquire sensory data. Simply usage of multi-hop communication also brings performance degradation and increases the dissipation of energy especially in large-scaled deployments like environment monitoring, while utilization of mobility can improve the performance of the network efficiently [19] . For the sensor mobility category showed in Fig. 1 , each sensor can move according to some rules in specific scenarios. P. N. Zhang considered the sensor nodes were following the RWP (Random Way Point) movement model and exploited the underlying social contacts between nodes to estimate the relationship of sensor nodes and sink nodes [20] .
Aiming at the same goal, the usage of mobile sinks can also efficiently improve the data gathering performance and energy efficiency [14] , [21] , [22] .
S. Rashed used UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) as mobile sink to acquire sensory data [14] . The authors considered the energy of UAV is quite limited and the trajectory of which became a key effect to the efficiency of energy. They exploited the mobility patterns to minimize the operation time of UAV and proposed a clustering algorithm to maximize the number of covered nodes. O. M. Alia discussed the transmission latency problem caused by the relocation of mobile base station [19] . The mobile base station owned completely mobility. To avoid the transmission latency and improve the energy efficiency, mobile base station scheming and cluster heads election were combined. However, complete mobility and un-constrained path of the mobile sink discussed in [14] and [19] makes the network topology uniform and the key problem is different in our scenario.
X. L. Xu considered the scenario with path-constrained mobile sink [12] . To achieve the improvement of the network lifetime, the authors proposed a method to charge the sub sinks by the mobile sink wirelessly. However, the method proposed did prolong the lifetime of sub sinks, but with the operation time passing by, the data gathering performance would greatly deteriorate due to the lack of consideration about energy efficiency of the whole network.
J. Peng of [23] considered a situation with simple moving path (circle) for the mobile sink. Other sensor nodes move randomly. The author proposed an efficient data transmission algorithm including queue management to improve the performance of the network. The authors focused on transmission delay and delay tolerance of different nodes.
An efficient data collection scheme MASP for path-fixed scenario is proposed in [18] . However, the authors directly utilized SPT (Shortest Path Tree) algorithm in MASP to forward data from peripheral sense nodes to its destination sub sink. The SPT method would choose gateways of nodes randomly which may cause some of the intermediate sense nodes overloaded. Besides, hierarchical topology of the network was not considered and the energy efficiency of each node is optimized as a whole. The energy consumption unequilibrium among sub sinks and pipe nodes would directly decrease the performance of network lifetime and data gathering.
III. SYSTEM MODELING AND GRAPHING OF THE NETWORK
In this section, we firstly introduce the WSN system in our scenario. Then, based on the system model, we simplify the energy efficiency and data gathering problem with graphing theory and discuss the energy model.
A. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
We firstly deploy n static sensor nodes denoted by N with initial energy source E init respectively into the monitoring area A randomly. The movement path of the mobile sink is exactly the symmetric line of A, denoted by P m . Including the mobile sink, all wireless sensor nodes' max communication radius is r and the memory inside each node is enough for sensory data buffering and routing information recording. The sense nodes can locate itself and buffer the location information in its memory when deployed [24] . Because the sense nodes are static, the location operation would be done only once and the energy consumption of which can be ignored. The system model can be illustrated as Fig. 2 .
With unlimited energy, the mobile sink travels along the path with a constant speed v m and owns extra computing capability. When the mobile sink gets to the either end of P m , Sub sinks will be ascertained during the first round trip of the mobile sink from end point 1 to the end point 2 of P m . Here n SS denotes the amount of sub sinks, subject to n SS ≤ n.
Sense nodes start to transmit sensory data in a fixed time interval t int with the data generation rate p after the destination sub sink is ascertained. For sub sinks, they don't transmit sensory data at once but store it in its buffer along with the data gathered from remote sense nodes.
Due to the symmetry of A, we only consider all situations in the upper half of it in latter sections so as to the symbol descriptions in TABLE 1.
B. GRAPHING OPERATION
Graphing theory is used in many WSN issues [25] - [28] . We divide the network region A into small equal-sized square grids denoted by g i as showed in Fig. 3 . The relationship between grids and nodes is as follows:
where n i represents the amount of nodes in g i and n g is the total amount of all grids. Now, we can describe the monitoring region with the characteristics of the grids to simplify the data gathering problem [31] and find out pipe nodes among grids. In can VOLUME 5, 2017 be seen in Fig. 3 that, all sub sinks are in the grids along P m and we denote it with g ss i , where i ∈ [1, C g ] and we can get:
To ensure the nodes inside some grid of the connectivity among adjacent nodes inside the same grid, we consider the edge length of the square grid to be √ 2 2 r. So any nodes in a grid can transmit data packets to other nodes inside the same grid with single hop. It can be seen that, due to the random deployment, the amounts of nodes contained in grids are different and some of them may be zero. We can regard the difference between grids as the data generation density δ i , which is directly proportional to the amounts of nodes n i inside g i .
Sense nodes contained in the same grid would transmit their sensory data to the sub sinks in the same sub sink grid, that means a specific grid g i would couple with only one sub sink grid g ss k , where k ∈ C g . When data packets arrive at the destination sub sink grid, the sub sinks inside which would receive the packets evenly according to the transmission protocol.
After division of the monitoring region A, we can describe it in an abstract way with a graph, denoted by G. In the concept of graphing, a graph G can be represented by its vertices V and corresponding edges E like G = (V , E) [28] - [30] , where |V | = n g , representing the total amount of grids and |E| represents the total amount of pipe nodes in all grids. In our system, we can characterize V with σ i and E with the wireless links between pipe nodes in adjacent grids. The characteristic σ i of vertices can represent the data generation quantity in t int from the grid g i , and it would directly affect the energy consumption of the nodes in the data route as well as the sub sink.
To transmit sensory data, each sense node grid would couple with one sub sink grid, we use S g i to denote the set of source grids for g ss i :
where n g i represents the amount of sense node grids for g ss i and g k is one of the sense node grids in G and its data density δ k is specific accordingly. Based on Eq.(4), we can calculate the total amount of sense nodes that transmit sensory data to g ss i , denoted by n sn i :
We could regard the nodes inside a certain grid as a whole for the location similarity of them and choose the same sub sink grid for them. It not only simplifies the network description but also prevent nodes at close locations from unreasonably choosing different sub sinks. Besides, benefitted by graphing, pipe nodes can be easily identified in the route discovery protocol in section V. After graphing, the computational complexity of the network drops from O(n) to O(n g ).
C. ENERGY MODEL DESCRIPTION
In most applications, we take three main functions of sensor nodes into consideration when it comes to energy usage. W. Qin indicates that, data sensing, wireless communication and data aggregation cost most of the energy installed in sensor nodes [32] . The primary energy related modules in a typical sensor node are illustrated in Fig. 4 .
In our system, each sensor node acquires p bits data per second and the energy dissipated for sensing 1 bit data is ξ s , which is a constant and its typical value is 50nJ /bit [30] . In the meanwhile, the aggregation module dissipates E a = p × ξ a energy for aggregating p bits data, where ξ a is a constant representing the energy dissipation in data aggregation.
The energy dissipated by wireless communication is consisted of E t and E r , representing the energy consumed for data transmission and reception respectively. A typical radio energy model is as follows:
For data reception, E r can be calculated as Eq. (7):
where d is the transmission distance between two nodes, and d o = ε fs /ε mp , E elec represents the energy consumed by the circuits for transmitting and receiving a single bit. For each sensor node, the total energy consumption is:
where p tx and p rx respectively denote the total bits transmitted and received by the node. As considered in [18] , the transmission and reception power can be assumed as fixed, so the power consumption is independent of the transmission distance between adjacent nodes. Thus, we can adopt Eq. (9) to calculate the energy consumption:
where e is a factor indicating the energy consumption per bit for the transmission and reception circuits. As mentioned above, any sense node grid g i would choose but one accessible sub sink grid as the data delivery destination of nodes inside it. So the total energy consumption E ss i , total energy for reception E rx i and total energy for transmission E tx i in a data interval t int of sub sinks in a specific sub sink grid g ss i can be calculated:
where g ss i represents the amount of sub sinks in g ss i . To measure the equilibrium of energy consumption of all sub sinks, we need to obtain the variance V (E SS ):
Furthermore, the total bytes p i tx transmitted by node i can be represented like this: (15) where p i rx is the total bytes received by node i. Based on Eq. (9) and Eq. (15) we can calculate the total energy consumption of the whole network:
where h k represents the shortest hop from node k to its matched sub sink grid and node k is inside g i . By Eq. (16), we can see the total energy consumption of the whole network is related to the shortest hop from each node to its destination sub sink grid. So total network energy consumption varies according to different assignments of sense grids to sub sink grids. The shortest hop can be obtained by the routing establishment algorithm proposed in section V.
D. DOUBLE OPTIMIZATION OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Based on the discussion above, to achieve energy efficiency of the whole network means to obtain the minimum value of total energy consumption E total during each data generation interval t int :
subject to
and
Constraints Eq. (18) guarantees the energy consumption among sub sinks is even as far as possible. Considering the idealistic situation that, during each data interval t int all sensory data can be transmitted to the destination sub sink grids successfully, which means the total bytes received by all sub sinks during t int can be regarded as a constant, the total energy consumed by all sub sinks is accordingly constant. Based on Eq. (5), constraints Eq. (18) can be transformed into:
where n sn i is the total amount of sense nodes in grids whose destination sub sink grid is g ss i and n sn is accordingly the arithmetic average of all n sn i .
Constraints Eq. (21) means that, to achieve the equilibrium of energy consumption among all sub sinks is approximately equivalent to minimizing the variance of the total amounts of sense nodes assigned to each sub sink grid.
According to the above analysis of problem formulation, the purpose of this paper is looking for an optimized assignment of sense grids to sub sink grids that makes the total amounts of sense nodes for each sub sink grids are almost the same and the total energy consumption is minimized simultaneously. We call this optimization issue Double Optimization of Energy Efficiency (DOEE) in next sections.
To show the assignment in a convenient way, we utilize a matrix, denoted by M (Rg−1)·Cg×Cg , to represent the relationship between two kinds of grids and H (Rg−1)·Cg×Cg to record the accumulated shortest hops in each sense node grid. In addition row vector V 1×(R g −1)·C g is adopted to record the amounts of sense nodes in each sense node grid.
Matrix M (Rg−1)·Cg×Cg is constructed by elements m ij , where i ∈ 1, R g − 1 · C g is the sequence number of sense node grids and j ∈ 1, C g represents the sequence number of sub sink grids. The value of m ij is binary with 1 and 0, subject to:
because each sense node grid selects but only one sub sink grid as its destination. Specially, the elements h ij in matrix H (Rg−1)·Cg×Cg is the accumulated value of shortest hops from sense nodes in the ith sense node grid to the jth sub sink grid, we can get it by:
where h ij k represents the shortest hops from node i to the sub sink grid j.
Vector V 1×(R g −1)·C g has R g − 1 · C g elements, and the values of which indicate the amounts of sense nodes in sense node grids orderly. Fig. 5 illustrates an example of the concepts discussed above. Now, the DOEE issue can be described by matrixes discussed above. Firstly, we get the row matrix of all n sn i by V 1×(R g −1)·C g · M (Rg−1)·Cg×Cg and we denote the new matrix by W 1×C g . So, the constraint function Eq. (21) is equivalent to:
where w =
w 1i /C g is the arithmetic average of all elements w 1i in row matrix W 1×C g . Then, the objection function Eq. (17) is equivalent to: (25) where all constants in Eq. (17) are ignored because they have no impacts on the final results. Finally, the DOEE issue can be described by objection function Eq. (25) as well as constraint functions Eq. (22) and Eq. (24).
IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION
In this section, we propose a centralized heuristic algorithm to solve the energy efficiency problem mentioned above. The problem is NP-hard [34] and with combinatorial optimization, so our solution is based on genetic algorithm (GA) [35] with manual intervention.
GA is a simulation about biological evolution by mathematical description. There is a population with a number of individuals who differentiate from each other by genetic information. In conventional GA, individuals with better genetic information survive with higher opportunities in the evolution process. After numbers of iterations of evolution, the population members would be replaced by superior individuals completely. We can achieve our objectives just like the process of GA, and optimized result can be obtained in the population after evolutions. The genetic information of an individual can be represented by a chromosome with digital codes.
Genetic algorithm usually has four phases: encoding, selection, crossover and mutation. In this paper, we design our GA based on [36] and adjust it to our scenario.
A. ENCODING AND POPULATION INITIALIZATION
We need a binary chromosome to characterize an individual and the specific chromosome can also be a sample representing the assignment of all sense node grids to sub sink grids. So, we could directly use the matrix M (Rg−1)·Cg×Cg as the gene code of a chromosome.
Besides, according to objection function Eq. (25), we adopt Eq. (26) to calculate the fitness value f of solutions to the DOEE issue.
The unfitness value uf can also be obtained:
We generate n ga individuals to build the initial population. The generation of the initial population is randomly performed, but it must obey constraint Eq. (22) . We notice that, due to the random distribution of all sensor nodes, possibilities that certain sense node grids cannot communicate with some sub sink grids even in multi-hop way exist. If this occurs, the relevant bit in the chromosome never gets 1. Thus the initialization must obey the rule: each sense node grid selects a destination randomly but among the sub sink grids which are available for it.
B. PARENTS SELECTION
There are several conventional kinds of selections for parents in GA. Tournament selection was adopted in [18] . The typical behavior of tournament selection is to pick up two pairs of individuals from the population and the optimum individuals in each pair are chosen as the parents. Another classic selection strategy is called roulette wheel selection [28] . Each individual in the population has a weight value based on the fitness. The proportion of a certain individual's weight value to the accumulated weight value of all individuals indicates the possibility that the individual is chosen as a parent.
Due to the introduction of graphing, the complexity of DOEE matching algorithm is decreased, we could simplify the selection strategy by choosing the individuals with the 2nd and 3rd smallest fitness value as parents. This operation can protect the best individual in current population.
C. CROSSOVER AND MUTATION
The crossover operation is to generate new individual(s), that is children of the selected parents. We regard each row of the chromosome matrix as a gene segment and those segments represent all sense node grids orderly. To avoid infeasible gene segment of the child solution, parents just exchange their gene segments of the same sense node grid. We use p 1 , p 2 and c to denote the parents and their child.
Our crossover algorithm is based on the fitness value of parents. Firstly, we calculate the proportions of each fitness to the sum of two parents. Secondly, we randomly locate n cs p1 gene segments of p 1 and substitute corresponding ones of p 2 with them to produce c. Now notice that, we have n cs p2 gene VOLUME 5, 2017 FIGURE 6. The process of crossover and mutation in our genetic algorithm. In the example, p 1 has a smaller fitness value than p 2 , so the child inherits more gene segments from p 1 than from p 2 . If mutation occurs, one segment of the child solution would change according to the gene genration rule mentioned in above section.
segments unchanged in p 1 . Besides, n cs p1 and n cs p2 are subject to:
and the values of which are based on the proportions calculated above so that the child inherits more genetic information from the parent with smaller fitness. Fig. 6 illustrates the crossover algorithm proposed above. When the crossover operation is finished, there is a little chance for each child to mutate. The mutation mechanism can help to avoid premature convergence.
In our GA, if gene mutation occurs in a child solution, a gene segment will be randomly located and the bits of which would be changed according to the same rule on population initialization. The mutation process is also illustrated in Fig. 6 .
D. MANUAL INTERVENTION
We adopt a manual intervention to boost the convergence of GA and improve the optimization of unfitness. A threshold of unfitness, denoted by T uf , is set for the child solutions. If any of the children's unfitness value exceeds T uf , we perform the manual intervention for it.
If child solution c needs to be intervened, we firstly find out the sub sink grid with the most heavy average traffic as well as the one with the lightest average traffic in solution c, denoted by g ss h and g ss l respectively. Then, we shift the destination of the sense node grid who contains the smallest amount of sense nodes from g ss h to g ss l if possible. At last, we calculate the new fitness value and unfitness value of the new child solution. The impact on optimizing the unfitness value of a solution by the simple operation proposed above is obviously available and the convergence speed can be improved. The computational complexity of our algorithm proposed can be represented by the one of the manual intervention because it takes most of the operations in the algorithm. We take the worst case into consideration and the manual operation takes O(n g SS · n g − n g SS ) steps.
E. POPULATION UPDATE
When the crossover and mutation operation in an iteration is finished, we update the population with the child solution.
First of all, we check the chromosome of child solution. If all bits of the chromosome are the same with any individual in the parent population, we regard the child solution as identical and discard it.
Once a unique child solution is reserved, the fitness value and unfitness value of which are compared with the parent population to update the population. If its unfitness value is smaller than the individual with the largest unfitness among the parent population, the child solution replaces this individual and the population is updated. Otherwise, if the child solution's unfitness value is equal to the largest unfitness among the parent population, the child solution would replace the individual with the largest unfitness as long as its fitness value is smaller than the individual. This operation could prevent the GA from premature convergence for unfitness. In other conditions, the population would keep unchanged. fig. 7 illustrates the process of the updating operation.
V. ENERGY BALANCED COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS
In this section, we devise two communication protocols for network discovery and data delivery. The protocols are both centralized because the energy of the mobile sink is infinite relatively and its computing capability outperforms ordinary sensor nodes. Each node maintains a grid routing From the grid routing table, we could see the specific node is able to transmit sensory data to sub sinks in grids with identification 1, 2 and 4 respectively. Besides, the symbol * represents a pointer named after current_pipe_node. The next data packet from this sense node would be sent to current_pipe_node. Once the packet is sent, current_pipe_node would point to the next pipe node circularly. The communication protocol with dynamic pipe node selection is discussed in section B.
A. NETWORK DISCOVERY PROTOCOL
The main task of this protocol is to get the location of each sense node for graphing and to send matching results to all sense nodes in every grid. To achieve these goals, the mobile sink needs to do three round trips. During this phase, dynamic gateway information is also generated.
For the first trip, the mobile sink broadcasts sub sink checking packets at a time interval t ck int . The format of the packet in the network discovery protocol is defined as Discover_Pkt {type, srcAdr, hop, buffer}, where type indicates the function of the packet, srcAdr is the address of packet source node, hop is the hop accumulation from the node who receives the packet to srcAdr while type = spt_est and buffer is the extra data according to type.
Once a sense node had received a sub sink checking packet with type = sink_chk, it would become a sub sink logically and begin the SPT establishment on its own. The setup process of SPTs is conventional [18] . When all SPT setup packets are transmitted, each sense node obtains the shortest paths and gateways from itself to all sub sinks reachable. Then each sense node sends an ordinary data packet to the nearest sub sink with the information of its location and SPT routing information. To avoid collision of packets, each sense node sends the data packet abovementioned at a random time interval. While the data packet is successfully sent, the sense node would clear its routing information from its memory for new routing maps based on graph.
During the second round trip, the mobile sink would send Discover_Pkt with type = info_req, and the sub sinks who received this kind of packet would reply to the mobile sink with a data packet containing the information of sense nodes mentioned above. If the data packet is transmitted successfully, the sub sink would delete the information from its memory. When the mobile sink finished its second round trip, which means information of all sense nodes are obtained, the mobile sink would do the graphing operation and matching algorithm proposed in section IV.
The task during the third round trip is to inform each sense node the result of grid matching and implement the routing trees based on grids. The format of DOEE packet is defined as
DOEE_Pkt{g h op, src, gtw i d, pipe_adr, mapping_list},
where g_hop is the accumulated hop from the sub sink grid src to the grid that contains the node receive the packet. gtw_id and pipe_adr respectively represent identification of the grid this node belongs to and the address of pipe node who forwards this packet. mapping_list contains information including the matching results derived from DOEE and grid identifications to each node. The mobile sink broadcasts DOEE_Pkt {0, 0, 0, 0, mapping_list} during the trip. Sense nodes who receive it would get the identification of its destination sub sink grid g ss i as well as the identification of grid to which it belongs. Then, the node would update the grid routing table with smallest hops from itself to sub sink grids reachable in its memory. Before forwarding the DOEE_Pkt, the node would delete its own item of mapping_list. The algorithm of graph-based routing establishment is as TABLE 4.
B. DATA DELIVERY PROTOCOL
In conventional routing protocols such as SPT utilized in the scenario with mobility-constrained mobile sink, nodes record but only one pipe node as gateway who transmits the first routing packet to it and ignore others unless smaller hop occurs. Once the routing table for this node is completed, all packets in the future from this node would be forwarded by the only pipe node which will leads to fast energy dissipation.
Benefitted by the operation of graphing, we can easily identify all pipe nodes inside any grid in the network discover VOLUME 5, 2017 protocol proposed in A, and based on which, we can propose a more energy efficient communication protocol for data delivery.
During the data delivery phase, each sense node transmits a data packet to the matched sub sink grid and consults its grid routing table to find out the pipe node by which the data packet is going to be forwarded. The format of data packets is defined as Data_Pkt {src, dst, pipe, buffer}. To avoid packet collision, we also utilize random time delays for each packet transmission. The algorithm for energy balanced data delivery mechanism is described in TABLE 5.
As presented in Algorithm 2, the node receive a data packet would check the identification of the destination sub sink grid. If the reception node is actually inside the destination grid for the packet, which means the data packet succeeds in arriving at the sub sink according to the results of DOEE, the sub sink stores the sensory data in its memory and waits to send it to the mobile sink. However, if the reception node is not a sub sink inside the matched sub sink grid, it would forward it to the next grid or some pile node in the same grid along the routing path through current_pipe_node and change current_pipe_node to next pipe node on this path.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The performance of the DOEE algorithms and communication protocols proposed above is evaluated in this section. In NS-3 simulation platform, these is a key parameter called RngRun, which is the random seed of the simulation executable program. Once RngRun is set and confirmed before the simulation begins, the simulation process would be exactly unique including the distribution of sensor nodes and the random time intervals mentioned above. So, we utilize four RngRun values to differentiate the simulations and each scale of the network with a certain RngRun value is simulated independently.
Associated with RngRun, there are 14 network scales which increase from 110 nodes to 240 nodes. Combined with the size of the region A and communication radius r, the network scales vary from low-density distribution to high-density distribution which makes the experiments comprehensive.
In our experiments, we compare our technique with SPT [38] , MASP, both of which were adopted in existed researches on path-constrained sensor networks. Besides, random scheme is also compared for its unpredictable randomness may cause great fluctuation in performances.
The evaluation structure and environment parameter set are showed as Fig. 8 .
According to the in previous discussion, we use the following metrics to evaluate our algorithms and protocols:
• Network lifetime is defined as the time duration from the beginning of mobile sink assignment to the first energy exhaustion of any sink node or the dynamic data gathering percentage drops below a threshold.
• Lifetime of the first exhausted node indicates the sensory data collected by the mobile sink when the network dies.
• Time-related energy efficiency (TEE) is defined to measure the power of the whole network and TEE is the ratio of total energy consumed by all sense nodes to the network lifetime.
• Sub sink load equilibrium (SSLE) is defined to represent the energy consumption equilibrium among sink node which directly affects the network lifetime.
• Total amount of exhausted nodes is the sum of nodes that exhaust when the first sub sink node exhausts or the dynamic data gathering percentage drops below the threshold.
1) IMPACT OF DOEE ON NETWORK LIFETIME AND NODE LIFETIME
Lifetime of the network has many definitions. Some researchers working on WSNs take the lifetime of the first exhausted node as the lifetime of the whole network [18] . However, the topology of the network is clearly hierarchical, as well as the energy consumption of nodes. The situation might be very undesirable for random distribution which may cause extreme energy depletion especially with small network scale and the performance of the data delivery scheme proposed could not be evaluated correctly. So it's a little unreasonable to regard the lifetime of the first exhausted node as the lifetime of the whole network. Besides, the scenario with mobility-constrained mobile sink needs more consideration about the definition of the network lifetime because the topology of which is highly hierarchical. The lifetime of sub sinks becomes especially important for their situation in the packet routing path is vital. It can be easily predicted in saturated and uniform distribution (e.g. grid distribution) that sub sinks deplete more easily and quickly than ordinary sensor nodes. So, regarding the lifetime of the first exhausted sub sink as the lifetime of the whole network is quite reasonable in our scenario. However, the definition might produce a new problem: a lot of ordinary sensor nodes depletes before sub sinks causing decline of data gathering performance in unpredictable random distribution. So a reasonable threshold on dynamic data gathering percentage is proposed to avoid the extreme situation. In our experiments, we set the threshold to 90%. We can see in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 that although the performance on the lifetime of the first exhausted node in DOEE scheme is similar to other schemes, but the network lifetime of DOEE is superior to others in both low-density network size and high-density one. The results above show the energy equilibrium among sub sinks gets optimized under the assignment result derived from the GA proposed which indeed improves the overall energy efficiency of sub sinks.
Notice that, ordinary nodes may exhaust extremely quickly in unreasonable scheme (e.g. random scheme) and data gathering performance deteriorates. We can see the results in (d) with 110 and 120 nodes are particularly undesirable both in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 for each scheme. According to our analysis on the simulation raw data, we find out the situation is caused VOLUME 5, 2017 FIGURE 10. Lifetime of the first exhausted node. FIGURE 11. Sub sink load equilibrium. Benefitted by our heuristic algorithm, the performance of DOEE is steadily superior to others in each situation.
by extreme node distribution in low-density case. So, the extreme results could be ignored.
2) IMPACT OF DOEE ON ENERGY EFFICIENCY AMONG SUB SINKS
We define a metric called Sink Load Equilibrium Index (SSLE) to indicate the traffic variance among all sub sinks. SSLE also represents the un-equilibrium of traffic load among sub sinks. If the data delivery scheme results in a high SSLE value, the overall energy efficiency of sub sinks declines and some sub sinks may consume energy more quickly for more packets received or transmitted by them. So we could get the value of SSLE by calculating the variance of the amounts of sense nodes assigned to each sub sink. Fig. 11 shows the SSLE values in of each simulation environment. Benefited by DOEE algorithm, the traffic loads of each sub sink get more close than other schemes. Based on a lower SSLE value, DOEE also optimizes the network lifetime as showed in Fig. 9 .
3) IMPACT OF DOEE ON TIME-RELATED ENERGY EFFICIENCY (TEE)
The Time-related Energy Efficiency (TEE) represents the level of energy-consuming of the whole network and affects the network lifetime to some extent. If the sense node grids are assigned to sub sink grids unwisely, the data packets take more hops to reach the destination sub sink grid. This would cause more energy consumption of the whole network and the TEE level rises. Fig. 12 is the simulation results about TEE. We could easily find out in Fig. 12 that the TEE level of DOEE is only a little higher than MASP and SPT, which are always close to each other. This result may be caused by the consideration on SSLE in DOEE and the total amount of packet hops is sacrificed a little. However, the TEE level would be extremely high like RANDOM without any consideration of total amount of hops. DOEE performs in a balanced way and not only achieves the lowest SSLE but also keeps the total amount of packet hops at a low and acceptable level. Fig. 13 shows the amount of exhausted nodes at the end of the network's lifetime. DOEE can tolerate relatively more exhausted sense nodes without obvious decline of data gathering percentage. Although less sense nodes exhaust their energy in SPT and MASP, sub sinks' energy sources usually drain first, which violates our assumption and deteriorates the energy efficiency of WSN.
4) IMPACT OF DOEE ON NETWORK ROBUSTNESS
On the other hand, the situation of RANDOM scheme is different. Sense nodes exhaust so fast due to unwise assignment that sub sinks gather less data packets soon after the simulation begins. Then, sub sinks consume less energy due to decline of packet delivery frequency which leads to great deterioration on data gathering ratio. DOEE scheme achieves the best robustness with acceptable data gather percentage. The performance is quite desirable in real WSN applications with mobility-constrained mobile sink. Fig. 14 illustrates the impact of the data transmission protocols proposed in section V. Both simulations are performed according to DOEE scheme and the network scale is 200. The only difference between them is whether to enable the dynamic selection of pipe node. Simulation results show the communication protocols could effectively prevent the real-time data gathering ratio from declining by sense node exhaustion.
VII. CONCLUSION
WSNs with mobility-constrained mobile sink can be applied in various practical scenarios to fulfil information collection and environment monitoring. The energy efficiency and data gathering reliability issues remain challenging. The constrained mobile sink affects the data density inside the network and random distribution of sensor nodes makes the situation even more complex.
In this paper, we basing on graph theory proposed a data gathering scheme named after Double Optimization of Energy Efficiency (DOEE) to solve the key problem of the network, that is the energy efficiency of the sub sinks defined according to the path of the mobile sink as well as the communication range of nodes. Firstly, we utilize the concept of graphing to describe the monitored area to simplify the description of the network region and decrease the algorithm complexity. We regard the sensor nodes inside each grid as a whole unit for their similarity in location.
Then, we assign sensor node grids to sub sink grids according to the map inspired by heuristic algorithm. Besides, benefitted by graphing, we also find out the pipe nodes in each grids who connect adjacent grids and use dynamic gateway mechanism combined with specialized route discovery protocol to prevent pipe nodes from fast exhaust resulted by traffic un-equilibrium. Simulation results performed in NS-3 show that our technique outperforms MASP, SPT and RANDOM schemes in network lifetime and other metrics defined in section VI. The energy consumption of all sensor nodes becomes more efficient aiming at the application with mobility-constrained sink and the network lifetime is prolonged accordingly. 
